Olivia Nalos Opre

Olivia Nalos Opre grew up in a family that didn’t hunt. At 16 she earned the hunter’s safety certification and her stepdad encouraged her to join him dove hunting. She and her father found hunting as a way for them to strengthen their relationship. It was on their first African safari that Olivia discovered the important role hunters play as stewards of nature, humanitarians and wildlife conservationists. As Mrs. Nebraska, America 2003 her platform was to promote the importance of hunters as stewards of wildlife. Alongside her husband Tom, Olivia is also the co-host of ‘Eye of The Hunter,’ she has an on-line hunting blog for NBC Sports, is a full-time hunting consultant for Jack Brittingham’s World of Hunting Adventure and is a Master Measurer Instructor for SCI.

But she’s more stalk than talk, having hunted a diversity of big game throughout six continents, including eight countries in Africa.